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HARMONIisation and integrative analysis of regional, national and international Cohorts on primary Sjögren’s syndrome (HarmonicSS) is a European Union funded project focused on clinical unmet needs of primary Sjögren’s syndrome (pSS). The main goal of HarmonicSS was to bring together the most important clinical centres specialised in SS across Europe and gather the maximum quantitative and qualitative clinical data in order to address clinically significant questions related to SS. To accomplish such an ambitious vision, distinct scientific fields were engaged and the project consisted of 21 clinical and 13 technical partners. Therefore, HarmonicSS was designed and developed in both clinical and technical level with common denominator the harmonisation process which represents the core of the project (1). The harmonisation process aims to match and transform the heterogeneous terminology used by different clinical partners for the various aspects of the disease, into a common set of terms designated as reference model. The common “scientific language” of reference model offers the opportunity to align clinical information related to SS, ensuring an automated process which homogenize and thus “harmo-nise” clinical data. This initial step is absolutely necessary in order to handle and utilise SS related data in an optimal way, given that the common reference model can be further expanded and enriched, reflecting the “technical” plasticity provided by the infrastructure which hosts the HarmonicSS project. Apart from the harmonisation process itself, technical challenges such as data curation, federated analysis as well as legal issues related to GDPR and data sharing, have been achieved within the HarmonicSS project.

The clinical aspects of the project are summarised as follows: a) to define distinct clinical phenotypes of the disease along with the prevalence of significant clinical, laboratory and histologic parameters in a totally harmonised cohort through integration analysis; b) to explore potential associations between the histopathology of labial minor salivary gland (LMSG) biopsy and the clinical phenotype of the disease; c) to validate old and discover novel biomarkers; d) to study and develop lymphoma classification and prediction models; and e) to employ data driven approaches contributing to the transition into the era of precision medicine. To successfully complete the clinical tasks, research activity was simultaneously developed in 3 levels, since it was not feasible to address complex scientific questions such as discovery of novel biomarkers requiring biologic samples or lymphoma classification models, by simple integration analysis. The first level of research accounts for data collection and analysis from single centres, the second level from spontaneous collaborations of more than one centres while the third level from the whole consortium, meaning all clinical partners/centres. Needless to say, that there are pros and cons for each level of analysis: the third level analysis is characterised by high statistical power but less quality of data (e.g., high rates of missing values, restrictions in matching procedure between study and control groups etc.) and limited number of involved variables as defined by the reference model. On the contrary, first and second level analysis characteristics include lower statistical power, better quality of data and more explored variables.

Major progress and innovation were achieved from the technical point of view, towards the development of data governance mechanisms and data analytics services. More specifically, the data sharing assessment module provides functionalities for the upload of legal and ethical documents, the evaluation of GDPR compliance of these
documents and the subsequent application of beyond the state-of-the-art data curator mechanisms to enhance the quality of clinical data in terms of accuracy, relevance and completeness (2). The data sharing management module handles data access to the private cloud space of each data provider through appropriate notification mechanisms that ensure the transparency during processing of sensitive data. The cohort data harmonisation module provides functionalities for aligning the heterogeneous datasets using ontology-based mechanisms to enable semantic matching. The data mining services include several tools, which can support both local and federated learning scenarios, including functionalities for feature selection, data discretisation, class imbalance handling, hyperparameter optimisation and performance evaluation purposes, along with additional visualisation components for model visualisation and regression modelling. These functionalities have been used for clinical scenarios in order to address the clinical unmet needs of pSS, such as, development of lymphomagenesis models, discovery of new biomarkers and/or validation of the existing ones. The genetic data analytics services module offers functionalities for mining association rules with pre-defined support and confidence intervals across genetic datasets towards the discovery of associations between clinical sub phenotypes and single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) (3). The visual analytics module provides straightforward tools for extracting hidden patterns within the cohort data through the implementation of high-performance visualisation methods, such as, heatmaps, map plots, line plots, point plots, etc. The social media analytics services module offers a single-point access to pSS-related social media posts and related content with filtering options. The health policies impact assessment services module enables the evaluation of user-defined health policy scenarios by assessing whether health impact and cost of scenarios are positive or not in the existing healthcare systems, financial figures and society, using various health outcomes (e.g., patient history) as input. The patient selection tool for multinational clinical trials provides functionalities for the targeted selection of patients across the harmonised cohort data for multinational clinical trials, given a specific set of pre-defined criteria. The salivary gland ultrasonography image segmentation module applies deep learning algorithms to distil knowledge from salivary gland ultrasonography images towards the automated segmentation of the salivary gland and the classification of salivary gland ultrasonography images according to a pre-defined scoring system. Finally, the training tool provides educational material to both non-clinical and clinical experts including text, image or video, in a user-friendly environment to promote interactivity (4, 5).

Of high importance were also the results coming from application of health policy and process evaluation. Findings from survey data show variations in access, volumes of treatments delivered to pSS patients and also their perceived quality of life and satisfaction for SS care across Europe. General practitioners (GPs) play a crucial role in recognizing early SS related symptoms, in order to refer patients for diagnosis and allow in this way access to treatments for relieving symptoms and minimising complications. However, diversity of disease manifestations, makes diagnosis difficult and thus an informative tool for GPs to increase awareness in primary healthcare, focusing on methods to recognise and relate SS symptoms, is of clinical significance (4). Furthermore, given the high impact of the disease on patients’ psychological and emotional status, the emerging recommendation to physicians is giving enough importance to this aspect, providing clear and complete information about patients’ medical condition. In fact, such an easy intervention has a significantly positive impact on the psycho-emotional wellbeing of the patient. Despite the non-random nature of the sample, these findings are valuable in obtaining patients’ perspectives and views, contributing to healthcare providers’ decision and organization of healthcare delivery, tailored according to patients’ status and preferences.

Moreover, analysis of population data highlights that:

- There is a need to define a valid protocol for SS patients’ selection from primary care charts, facilitating population-based research (which is still scarce in the literature);
- In community setting the disease is not always confirmed through report by specialists and/or validated diagnostic criteria;
- There is a need for future investigation of novel findings from population-based analysis regarding comorbidities, use of healthcare services and drug consumption.

Ethical issues, especially when dealing with sensitive health data, are always important to consider during data sharing, harmonisation and analytics. Depending on the origin of the data, the relevant rules and regulations should be followed, i.e., GDPR when dealing with EU patients’ data. Within HarmonicSS, specific tools have been developed, the data sharing management and the data sharing assessment, in order to secure that ethical issues are properly handled and GDPR rules are followed. The data sharing management tool, prompts the relevant data providers to upload the study certification documents, the ethical approvals, the GDPR documents etc., which are all reviewed by the Data Controllers Committee. On the other hand, the data sharing management tools works as a handshaking procedure; the interested clinical centre wishing to obtain access to data of other cohorts, needs to have the approval (handshaking) with the cohort(s) controllers providing the data. Furthermore, the distributed/federated learning architecture provides additional safeguards when it comes to ethical issues, since the cohort data do not “leave” their premises, rather than learning the model development in a distributed manner and the algorithms go to the data, rather that the opposite. Overall, the HarmonicSS project after conducting extensive research at the 3 levels of analysis, successfully addressed the previously described unmet needs of SS:

i) the prevalence of major and commonly used features in clinical practice
were estimated in 7,551 retrospectively harmonised patients and the effect of gender, early and late disease onset, presence of cryoglobulins, absolute seronegativity, geolocation and heavy inflammatory infiltration within LMSG, on the clinical expression of the disease was studied; ii) the clinical spectrum of specific subsets of pSS patients was extensively investigated including males, cryoglobulinaemic and lymphoma patients, early and late disease onset patients and those with high focus score (FS) (6-10); iii) cryoglobulinaemia, total ESSDAI score at SS diagnosis, salivary gland enlargement, rheumatoid factors and male gender were identified as risk factors associated with lymphoma after constructing novel and data driven classification and prediction lymphoma models, creating a risk stratification landscape for lymphoproliferative disorders in SS (11); iv) older biomarkers such as CXCL13 or traditional lymphoma predictors were validated at least to some extent and new biomarkers were discovered including miRNA200b-5p in MSG biopsy specimens and serum tissue lymphopoietin serum protein (TSLP) (12-14); v) the clinical significance of health policies at the level of primary health care for early diagnosis of pSS was highlighted; vi) advanced and novel research, service and data analysis tools oriented to the clinical unmet needs of pSS were developed (15).

The post-HarmonicSS era refers to the period after the end of the program, aiming to retain and upgrade the infrastructure which was built during the HarmonicSS, offering the opportunity to store, enter, share and improve the quality of the cumulative clinical data hosted in the platform for continuous and advanced level of research activity. To this end, all the necessary legal and administrative issues have been included in a solid sustainability plan.

The HarmonicSS project offers clinically important perspectives far beyond the narrow field of SS, encompassing any complex and systemic disease: 1) The reference model and the harmonization process have been proven fundamental tools to describe any complex systemic disease such as systemic autoimmune diseases or diabetes mellitus, with SS being the prototype example, not only for research purposes but also for future construction of medical files in various health systems. 2) The introduction of novel, hybrid data driven approaches such as the Fast Correlation Based Feature selection (FCBF)/ binary multivariable logistic regression for integrated type of analysis, can be utilised to design classification and prediction models for diseases, instead of the typical backward, forward or stepwise logistic regression models used so far, and 3) the advanced and high level of the infrastructure which includes a variety of tools and services along with not only integration but also federated type of analysis, and above all the plasticity to adjust to future needs, may cover a wide spectrum of systemic diseases in terms of research and therefore can be adopted also by other fields.
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